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Be Bold.

Be Beautiful.
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With Stunning COLORBOND® Spectrum Series

Be You.

COLORBOND® SPECTRUM SERIES

BUILDYOURB LD
WITH

PROMINENCE

COLORBOND® Spectrum Series, is an ultimate solution for beauty without
compromising on durability & flexibility. Here Metallic hues create distinct
structural surfaces, blending-in with the environment, through subtle yet
remarkable effects; giving life to monumental landmarks.

Copper

Gudang Garam Manufacturing, Indonesia

COLORBOND® SPECTRUM SERIES

BUILDYOURB LD
WITH

PASSION

Metallic finish is achieved through the addition of high performance
metallic pigments (mica particles), which allows paint to exhibit different
characteristics in colour & apprearance in different time & angle for a
supremely spectral effect of a dual tone.

Metallic Grey

Greenply Industries, India

COLORBOND® SPECTRUM SERIES

BUILDYOURB LD
WITH

RESILIENCE

Beautiful hues transcend boundaries with greater adaptability within extreme
conditions. So does COLORBOND® Spectrum Series, with its unique alloy that
strengthens your creation, enabling longer life with greater performance!

Sky Ridge

Sungaikuloh Hospital Thailand

COLORBOND® SPECTRUM SERIES

BUILDYOURB LD
WITH

EXPERIENCE

Reliability is the basis of a strong brand. COLORBOND® steel is backed
with a rich legacy of more than fifty years. It can be seen on many
structures globally as cladding material for the aesthetic value it brings
to the structure.

Pearl Dark Grey

National Maritime Museum, Australia

COLORBOND® SPECTRUM SERIES

Danfoss, India

BUILDYOURB LD
WITH

EXPERTISE

Being versatile is integral to COLORBOND® Spectrum Series. It has carved its niche
within several progressive segments such as commercial complexes, institutions,
manufacturing facilities, warehouses, metro stations & more. You will find
COLORBOND® steel in almost every walk of life due to its experience and expertise.

Metallic Silver

COLORBOND® SPECTRUM SERIES
Warehouse, Malaysia

BUILDYOURB LD
WITH

CONFIDENCE

Transform your spaces into visual, vibrant masterpieces. With an array of
spectacular shades in COLORBOND® Spectrum Series, create outstanding
combinations for your exterior cladding with complete peace of mind!

Champagne Gold

BUILDYOURB LD
COLORBOND® spectrum series

Offers a Vibrant Selection to Match Your Prestigious Designs

Stylish | Sustainable | Superior Performance

COLORBOND® spectrum series enables transformation through creavity in architecture, leaving your mark forever!

ü Stylish with Superior Paint Adhesion
The coating of COLORBOND® steel is patented formulation to resist cracking and peeling during roll forming and usage
due to its stable resins and inorganic pigments that do not break down easily even under severe UV radiation, thus
preventing fading and chalking for longer.

ü Sustainable with Thermal Efficiency
Resilient structures built with COLORBOND® spectrum series are lead free, RoHS compliant and suitable for water
harvesting. COLORBOND® steel is powered by Thermatech® Technology that enhances roof’s thermal performance,
ensuring lesser energy consumption.

Metallic Grey

Metallic Silver

Pearl Dark Grey

Champagne Gold

Copper

Sky Ridge

ü Superior Aesthetics with Proven Performance
COLORBOND® steel is tested by various methods to evaluate its performance in different environments. It is not just
subjected to laboratory tests, but also out door exposure tests, to assess its paint performance.

*The above colours are for reference purpose only. Do consult our sales representative for the actual colour samples.

